Sleep apnea detection using an adaptive fuzzy logic based screening system.
We report an adaptive diagnostic system for the classification of breathing events for the purpose of detecting sleep apnea syndromes. The system employs two classification engines used in series. The first engine is fuzzy logic-based and generates one of three outcomes for each breathing event: normal, abnormal, and not-sure. The second classification engine is based on a center of gravity engine which is trained using the normal and abnormal events, generated by the first engine, and is specifically designed for sorting out the not-sure events. The fuzzy logic engine can be tuned very conservatively to reduce or eliminate the chance of error at the first stage. Since the second engine is trained adaptively using normal and abnormal data of the same patient, its accuracy is generally better than relying on multi-patient training approaches. The two-step, adaptive nature of the system allows for high accuracy and lends itself well for practical implementation.